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Method and objectives

Survey goals
We surveyed senior decision-makers at U.S. 
enterprise organizations to understand current 
and planned technology initiatives to support 
digital transformation.

In this research, we explore technology 
strategies and approaches and perceived 
progress with initiatives in the areas of 
AI/machine learning, cloud/multicloud, as-a-
service models, cybersecurity, platform 
engineering and ESG. 

Total respondents: 400

Collection method:
Online questionnaire

Geography: U.S.

Field dates:
March 28, 2024 ‒ April 11, 2024

Number of questions: 27
(excluding profiling questions)

Average company size: 15,609 employees

Senior decision-makers:
To qualify for this survey, respondents were required to be 
IT decision-makers in a senior role (director and above) at 
an organization with 1,500 or more employees.
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Respondent Profile
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Respondent profile
15%

15%

15%

11%

10%

8%

6%

5%

4%

2%

2%

2%

2%

5%

Financial services 
(banking, insurance, brokerage)

Manufacturing
(including automotive, aerospace & defense,

construction, engineering, chemical, metals & mining)

High tech

Retail, wholesale and distribution

Healthcare
(providers and pharmaceuticals)

Advertising/Marketing/PR/Media 
(publishing, broadcast, online)

Transportation
(airlines, trucking, railroads, shipping, logistics)

Telecom

Transportation
(legal, consulting, real estate)

Utilities/Energy
(oil & gas)

Travel and leisure 
(cruise lines, hotels, theme parks, casinos)

Government and nonprofits
(including education)

Life sciences

Other

Primary industry

Number of employees

CIO, CTO 19%
CSO, CISO 5%
Chief data officer 6%
Chief digital officer 7%
Executive VP, Senior VP, General manager 18%
VP, IT-related function 10%
Director, IT-related function 37%

14%

9%

19%

14%
15%

22%

9%
1,500‒2,499 100,000 or more

50,000‒99,999

10,000‒49,999

7,500‒9,999

2,500‒4,999

5,000‒7,499
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42% with 10,000+ employees

65% VP and aboveJob title
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Summary of findings
Digital transformation
• Decision-makers cite optimizing data and analytics 

capabilities (such as AI, ML and IoT) (47%) and accelerating 
cloud adoption (43%) as the top two objectives enabling 
digital transformation for the third year running.

• Skills gaps (44%), budget constraints (43%) and inadequate 
infrastructure to support modern technologies (42%) persist 
as the top roadblocks to transformation.

AI/machine learning
• Nearly all decision-makers (92%) report their enterprises are 

leveraging or testing AI/machine learning technology. Less than 
one-quarter (23%) indicate their organizations have optimized and 
automated AI using best practices, 29% have adopted an 
enterprise AI strategy, 25% are using AI on a departmental basis, 
and 16% are leveraging it for prototypes of proof of concepts. Just 
8% report their organizations have not yet embraced AI.

• Nearly three-quarters (74%) are building custom AI tools either as 
a stand-alone approach or in conjunction with off-the-shelf tools.

• Threat analysis (77%), process automation (67%) and real-time 
information access (64%) have emerged as the highest priority AI 
use cases within the last 12 months.

• Nearly all enterprises (99%) plan to use generative AI to drive 
business value; organizations intend to use generative AI primarily 
for data augmentation (40%), intelligent search (39%) and 
personalization (35%) to drive business value.

• While less than one-third (29%) have built an AI Center of 
Excellence, 62% are planning to create one or are experimenting 
with the creation of one.

• To rationalize AI initiatives, organizations prioritize ensuring 
initiatives align with business goals (30%), followed by identifying 
how AI initiatives will enhance the value proposition for customers 
(21%); ROI assessment ranks last among rationalization methods.  
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Summary of findings (continued)
Cloud compute
• More than half of enterprise data (54% on average) resides in a public or hybrid cloud today.

• Of the workloads in a public cloud, decision-makers expect an average of 46% will be repatriated over the next 12 months.
• Workloads with unique requirements or dependencies (48%) and those with special security or compliance requirements (38%) 

are the ones most commonly destined for repatriation.
• Organizations repatriate public cloud workloads to improve security and compliance (42%), enhance disaster recovery/business 

continuity (42%) and boost application performance (42%).
• Despite concerns about cloud security (56%) and complexity (52%), nearly all decision-makers (98%) report use or planned use of a 

multicloud approach. 
• More than half (58%) are spreading workloads across multiple cloud providers, 46% are selecting cloud providers for specific 

applications, 32% are leveraging cloud providers in different regions to meet local requirements, and 27% are using multiple cloud 
providers for a single application to scale and accommodate demand fluctuations.

• Most enterprises (96%) are leveraging one or more as-a-service delivery models, including infrastructure as a service (81%), 
storage as a service (63%), security as a service (52%) and network as a service (48%).

• Decision-makers cite improved reliability (43%) and improved risk management (37%) as the most attractive benefits of as-a-service 
delivery models.

• Just over one-quarter (26%) are using Device as a Service (DaaS), and 55% plan to leverage DaaS. 
• The refresh cycle for laptops, desktops and non-mobile devices is 3.4 years, on average; it is 3.1 years, on average, for mobile 

devices, tablets and phones.
• Improved operational IT efficiency (40%) is the primary objective of DaaS adoption.
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Summary of findings (continued)
Cybersecurity

• Forty-three percent (43%) report being impacted by a 
cybersecurity breach at their organization over the past 12 
months.

• More than 40% of those who have experienced a 
cybersecurity breach report it took one week or longer to 
recover from the most recent incident. The average recovery 
time is 11 days.

• Most decision-makers (89%) agree their organizations are 
updating security strategies in response to a perceived 
increase in risk. VP and above decision-makers are more 
likely to agree regarding the increased threat of ransomware 
(68% compared to 51% of those with director titles) and 
more likely to cite difficulty accurately reporting on security 
posture (56% compared to 39% of others).

• The top planned cybersecurity modernization initiatives 
include endpoint/IoT security (43%) and edge protection 
(43%).

• Top cybersecurity modernization initiatives overall (counting 
those planned and underway) include SecOps (94%), 
network security (93%), threat visibility (91%), endpoint 
security (91%) and protection against malware (91%).

Platform engineering

• Most decision-makers (86%) report their organizations have a 
team dedicated to platform engineering.

• Platform engineering is improving data protection (64%), 
automating cloud provisioning (52%) and empowering 
development teams (52%), among other benefits.

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)

• Eighty-seven percent (87%) indicate ESG concerns have a 
moderate (45%) to significant (42%) impact on IT investment 
decisions. Eleven percent (11%) report ESG impacts IT 
investments only somewhat, while just 3% indicate ESG does 
not have an impact at all.

• ESG primarily impacts investment decisions around 
technologies that enable remote/hybrid working (47%), 
energy-efficient IT infrastructure and devices (46%), and use 
of cloud to reduce energy consumption (41%).
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Results
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Q1: What are your organization’s top IT objectives over the next 12 months to enable digital transformation and advance your business? 
Base: 400

Decision-makers continue to prioritize optimizing data and analytics 
capabilities and increasing cloud adoption as top transformation objectives

47%

43%

37%

37%

31%

30%

30%

25%

21%

Optimizing data and analytics capabilities such as AI, machine learning and IoT

Increasing cloud adoption via multicloud or hybrid models

Leveraging generative AI to enhance innovation*

Mitigating risk with stronger cybersecurity programs

Modernizing legacy infrastructure and networking technologies

Transforming culture to adopt new development models

Transforming/modernizing legacy applications

Integrating insights from edge devices into data analysis

Repatriating cloud workloads to an on-premises model

Top objectives to enable digital transformation
(select three)

10,000 employees 
or more: 37% 

1,500–9,999 
employees: 27%

*This answer option is new in 2024.
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Q1: What are your organization’s top IT objectives over the next 12 months to enable digital transformation and advance your business?
Base: 400

Risk mitigation remains a top four priority, tied with generative AI — a new 
addition in the 2024 report

47%

43%

37%

37%

31%

30%

30%

25%

21%

51%

49%

39%

39%

31%

35%

36%

20%

Optimizing data and analytics capabilities such as AI, machine
learning and IoT

Increasing cloud adoption via multicloud or hybrid models

Leveraging generative AI to enhance innovation*

Mitigating risk with stronger cybersecurity programs

Modernizing legacy infrastructure and networking technologies

Transforming culture to adopt new development models

Transforming/modernizing legacy applications

Integrating insights from edge devices into data analysis

Repatriating cloud workloads to an on-premises model
*This answer option is new in 2024.

Top objectives to enable digital transformation
(select three)

April ’24

Dec. ’22

Optimizing data and analytics capabilities such as AI, 
machine learning and IoT
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Q2: Which of the following IT infrastructure or operational considerations are inhibiting progress with innovation at your organization?
Base: 400

Multiple challenges are inhibiting innovation, including skills gaps, budget 
constraints and inadequate infrastructure to support new technologies

44%

43%

42%

40%

38%

36%

34%

6%

Gaps in technology skills and knowledge

Budget constraints to fund innovation

Infrastructure is not optimized to support new technologies such as gen
AI

Cultural misalignment/disconnects between IT operations and
development teams

Inadequate data analysis capabilities for decision-making

Technical debt (resulting from M&A activity, technology silos, etc.)

Lack of a unified, proactive approach to security and governance

None

Infrastructure and operational constraints inhibiting innovation
(select all that apply)

VP+ titles: 40%
Directors: 29%  

10,000 employees 
or more: 28% 

1,500–9,999 
employees: 38%

Infrastructure is not optimized to support new technologies 
such as gen AI
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Q2: Which of the following IT infrastructure or operational constraints are inhibiting progress with innovation at your organization?
Base: 400

Innovation inhibitors have remained consistent compared to the prior 
survey, with a slight increase in those citing their infrastructure isn’t ready 
to support gen AI

44%

43%

42%

40%

38%

36%

34%

6%

45%

42%

37%

39%

38%

39%

34%

11%

Gaps in technology skills and knowledge

Budget constraints to fund innovation

Infrastructure is not optimized to support new technologies such as
gen AI

Cultural misalignment/disconnects between IT operations and
development teams

Inadequate data analysis capabilities for decision-making

Technical debt (resulting from M&A activity, technology silos, etc.)

Lack of a unified, proactive approach to security and governance

None

Infrastructure and operational constraints inhibiting innovation
(select all that apply)

April ’24

Dec. ’22

Infrastructure is not optimized to support new technologies 
such as gen AI*

*This answer option is updated in 2024 to reference gen AI. 
The 2023 version referenced digital dexterity.
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AI/Machine Learning
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Q3: What is the status of your organization’s current machine learning (ML)/artificial intelligence (AI) journey?
Base: 400

23%
Less than one-quarter of 
organizations have optimized AI/ML.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human 
intelligence processes by computer systems. These 
processes include learning (the acquisition of information and 
rules for using the information), reasoning (using rules to 
reach approximate or definite conclusions) and self-
correction.

Machine Learning (ML) is a subset of AI that enables 
systems to automatically learn and improve from experience 
without being explicitly programmed. It focuses on the 
development of algorithms that can analyze data, learn from 
it, and make predictions or decisions based on that learning.

AI/ML adoption

8%

16%

25%

29%

23%

The organization is aware but hasn’t 
embraced it.

The organization is leveraging it for
prototypes or proof of concepts.

The organization has adopted it and is
using it in various departments.

The organization has adopted an
enterprise strategy for it but has yet to

mature processes and capabilities.

The organization has optimized and
automated it through the use of best

practices.
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Q4: Where is your organization primarily focusing its budget and time for AI initiatives?
Base: 368 who are leveraging or testing AI technology

20%
26%

54%

74%
are building custom AI tools either 
as a stand-alone approach or in 
conjunction with off-the-shelf tools.

Approach for executing on AI initiatives
(among those leveraging or testing AI technology)

Building custom AI Implementing off-
the-shelf AI

Using both 
approaches
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Q4: Where is your organization primarily focusing its budget and time for AI initiatives?
Base: 368 who are leveraging or testing AI technology

High-tech companies are likeliest to focus budget solely on 
custom-built AI; financial and banking organizations are likeliest 
to focus on off-the-shelf AI

25%

23%

18%

14%

12%

18%

32%

24%

28%

32%

58%

45%

58%

58%

56%

High tech

Financial services (banking, insurance, brokerage)

Healthcare (providers and pharmaceuticals)

Manufacturing (including automotive, aerospace & defense,
construction, engineering, chemical, metals & mining)

Retail, wholesale and distribution

Approach for executing on AI initiatives
(among those leveraging or testing AI technology)

Building custom AI Implementing off-the-shelf AI Both options
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Q5: How has the importance of the following AI use cases changed for your organization over the past 12 months?
Base: 368 who are leveraging or testing AI technology

Threat analysis, process automation and real-time information access have 
emerged as the highest-priority AI use cases within the last year

77%

67%

64%

63%

61%

61%

57%

55%

54%

Cybersecurity threat analysis

Process automation and optimization

Real-time information access and search for improved decision-making

Fraud/anomaly detection

Creating highly personalized end-user experiences

Predictive system maintenance

Optimizing energy/resource consumption

Autonomous systems (vehicles, drones, robots, smart infrastructure)

Inventory or supply chain management

Importance of AI use cases: Top priority today
(among those leveraging or testing AI technology)

VP+ titles: 62%
Directors: 48%  

VP+ titles: 58%
Directors: 45%  
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Q6: What are the top ways your organization plans to use gen AI to drive business value and innovation over the next 12 months?
Base: 368 who are leveraging or testing AI technology

Organizations intend to use generative AI primarily for data augmentation 
(40%), intelligent search (39%) and personalization (35%) to drive business 
value

40%

39%

35%

30%

30%

29%

28%

26%

26%

1%

Data augmentation

Intelligent search

Personalized recommendations

Chatbots

Generation of unique content

Data and image capture

Industry-specific applications

Product design

Natural language processing (NLP) (translation, sentiment analysis, etc.)

None of the above

Top ways for gen AI to drive business value and innovation
(among those leveraging or testing AI technology) (select three)

Generative AI, or gen AI, can learn 
from existing artifacts to generate 
new, realistic artifacts (at scale) 
that reflect the characteristics of 
the training data but don’t repeat it. 
It can produce a variety of novel 
content, such as images, videos, 
music, speech, text, software code 
and product designs.
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Q7: How would you describe your organization’s progress with the following initiatives to accelerate AI adoption?
Base: 368 who are leveraging or testing AI technology

While less than one-third (29%) have built an AI Center of Excellence, 
62% are planning to or experimenting with doing so

41%

39%

38%

36%

36%

34%

32%

29%

19%

24%

22%

21%

19%

26%

25%

26%

32%

30%

34%

35%

36%

32%

35%

36%

9%

7%

7%

9%

10%

9%

9%

8%

Progress with initiatives to accelerate AI adoption
(among those leveraging or testing AI technology)

Implemented Planning Experimenting Inactive/don’t know

Using off-the-shelf AI-enabled apps
(e.g., Microsoft Copilot, GPT-Code-Clippy)

Investing in AI talent and training

Assessing potential risks and implementing 
mitigation strategies

Establishing robust data infrastructure and 
governance frameworks

Evaluating regulatory requirements and ethical 
considerations related to AI deployments

Forming strategic partnerships (e.g., with technology vendors or startups) to 
leverage expertise or cutting-edge capabilities

Building an AI Center of Excellence

Building or optimizing in-house AI/ML programs/solutions
(not using off-shelf apps)
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Q8: How are AI initiatives rationalized at your organization? (rank in order of importance)
Base: 368 who are leveraging or testing AI technology

ROI analysis ranks as the least important method of AI initiative 
rationalization

30%

21%

20%

19%

10%

How are AI initiatives rationalized at your organization? 
(% ranking #1) (among those leveraging or testing AI technology)

Ensuring that AI investments align with 
business goals and objectives 

Identifying how AI investments will enhance 
the value proposition for customers 

Analyzing market trends and customer 
demands to identify opportunities 

Conducting proof of concept/pilot projects to 
determine feasibility and business value 

Conducting ROI analysis 
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Cloud Compute
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10,000 or more employees: 58%
1,500‒9,999 employees: 51%

Q9: Approximately, what percent of your organization’s data resides in a public or hybrid cloud today?
Base: 400

54%
of enterprise data, on average, 
resides in a public or hybrid 
cloud today.*

Percent of organization’s data in a public or hybrid cloud

1%
2%

13%

29%

34%

17%

5%

*Estimated mean calculated by multiplying the midpoint 
value of each range by the proportion of responses in that 
range, calculating the sum of these products, then dividing 
the sum by the total number of respondents.

All
(100%)

More than 
75%

50% to 
less than 

75%

25% to 
less than 

50%

10% to 
less than 

25%

Less than 
10%

None
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Percent of cloud estate being repatriated
 from a public cloud — next 12 months

2%
5%

17%

31%

27%

12%

6%

1%

None Less than
10%

10% to
less than

25%

25% to
less than

50%

50% to
less than

75%

More than
75%

All (100%) Don’t know

Q10: What percentage of your cloud estate is being repatriated from a public cloud (to an on-premises or private cloud environment) over the next 12 months? 
Base: 400

Don’t 
know

All
(100%)

46%
of cloud-based workloads will 
be repatriated from a public 
cloud over the next 12 
months, on average.* 

*Estimated mean calculated by multiplying the midpoint 
value of each range by the proportion of responses in that 
range, calculating the sum of these products, then dividing 
the sum by the total number of respondents. 
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48% 48% 46%

39% 38%

Q10: What percentage of your cloud estate is being repatriated from a public cloud (to an on-premises or private cloud environment) over the next 12 months? 
Base: 400

*There are no significant differences by industry.

High-tech and manufacturing 
organizations are repatriating 
workloads at a higher rate 
than those in other industries.

Percent of cloud estate being repatriated from a public 
cloud — next 12 months

(average)

ManufacturingHigh tech Financial 
services

Healthcare Retail
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Q11: Which of the following types of workloads are being repatriated from a public cloud?
Base: 387 who plan to repatriate workloads from a public cloud

Workloads with unique requirements or dependencies are the most 
common candidates for repatriation

48%

38%

36%

35%

35%

34%

33%

31%

31%

27%

1%

Most often mentioned by those 
in financial services (40%)

Most often mentioned by 
those in smaller enterprises with 
1,500–9,999 employees 
(40% compared to 28% among larger 
enterprises)

Most often mentioned by those 
in smaller enterprises with 
1,500–9,999 employees 
(47% compared to 36% among larger 
enterprises)

Workloads organizations plan to repatriate from a public cloud 
(select all that apply)

Workloads with unique requirements or dependencies

Workloads with special security or compliance requirements

Development and testing environments

Workloads with large storage requirements 
(including high-performance compute)

Workloads with unexpected high costs in the cloud

Workloads with latency and connectivity issues

Back-end databases

Legacy applications that haven’t been modernized

Workloads with little to no business impact

Temporary or seasonal workloads

Don’t know
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Q12: What are the top reasons your organization is repatriating cloud workloads?
Base: 387 who plan to repatriate workloads from a public cloud

Top reasons for repatriation include privacy and compliance, business 
continuity and workload performance 

42%

42%

42%

33%

33%

32%

29%

25%

1%

To ensure privacy and compliance for certain data

To improve recoverabil ity and business continuity

To improve performance or latency issues

To better tailor or customize solutions to meet unique needs

To process data closer to its source

To modernize legacy workloads before returning them to the cloud

To reduce cloud resource consumption/overall cloud spending

To correct poor initial roadmapping/migrations

Don’t know

Most often mentioned 
by those in 
manufacturing (40%)

Most often mentioned 
by those in healthcare 
(49%)

Reasons for repatriating public cloud workloads
(select three)
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Q13: Which of the following approaches to multicloud is your organization leveraging over the next 12 months?
Base: 400

More than half of multicloud users (58%) spread workloads across multiple 
cloud providers to mitigate risk

58%

46%

32%

27%

2%

Nearly all decision-makers (98%) report 
current or planned use of a multicloud 
approach over the next 12 months.

Approaches to multicloud over the next 12 months
(select all that apply)

Spread workloads across multiple cloud providers to mitigate 
vendor-specific risks 

(e.g., service disruptions, pricing changes or security vulnerabilities)

Select cloud providers for specific applications 
based on their strengths and expertise

Leverage cloud providers in different regions to meet 
requirements around compliance, data sovereignty, 

performance or business continuity

Use of multiple cloud providers for a single application to 
improve scalability and accommodate fluctuations in demand

Not using multiple clouds

10,000 employees 
or more: 36% 

1,500–9,999 
employees: 53%
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Q14: What are your organization’s challenges or concerns with respect to multicloud strategy?
Base: 400

Security remains the #1 concern with respect to multicloud strategy, 
followed by complexity

56%

52%

45%

42%

38%

34%

4%

Cloud security challenges

Increased complexity

Finding the “best-fit” platform for each workload 
(based on pricing, performance and/or capabilities)

Training and hiring to manage additional cloud management tools

Resiliency/disaster recovery

Wasteful or unpredicted cloud usage

None

Most often mentioned by 
those in retail 
organizations (55%)

Most often mentioned by 
those in financial services 
organizations (57%)

VP+ titles: 43%
Directors: 30%  

Concerns with multicloud strategy
(select all that apply)
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Q15: Which of the following as-a-service delivery models is your IT organization leveraging or planning to leverage over the next 12 months? 
By “as-a-service” models, we are referring to the ability to take advantage of consumption-based pricing. As-a-service definitions

Most enterprises (96%) leverage one or more as-a-service delivery models; 
infrastructure as a service is the most widely used as-a-service offering

81%

63%

52%

48%

43%

40%

27%

26%

6%

28%

38%

45%

48%

46%

54%

55%

14%

9%

11%

7%

9%

14%

19%

19%

Infrastructure as a service

Storage as a service

Security as a service

Network as a service

Hybrid cloud as a service

Data protection as a service

Compute as a service

Device as a service

In use Plan to leverage Inactive/don’t know

Use of as-a-service delivery models

81%
are using 3 or more 
as-a-service models.

66%
are using 4 or more.

35%
are using 5 or more.

10%
are using 6 or more.
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Q16: How has your organization’s use of the following as-a-service models changed compared to two years ago?
Base: 400

As-a-service adoption increased 50% or more in the past two years in nearly every 
category

68%

60%

59%

58%

57%

55%

50%

43%

15%

16%

22%

24%

17%

18%

20%

24%

18%

24%

20%

19%

26%

27%

31%

33%

Network as a service

Security as a service

Hybrid cloud as a service

Storage as a service

Data protection as a service

Infrastructure as a service

Compute as a service

Device as a service

How has your organization’s use of the following as-a-service 
models changed compared to two years ago? 

More than 
two-thirds (68%) 
report use of 
network as a 
service has 
increased over 
the past two 
years.

Increased Decreased No change
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Q17: What do you perceive to be the most attractive benefits of as-a-service delivery models?
Base: 400

Reliability and risk management are cited as the top perceived benefits 
of as-a-service models 

43%

37%

34%

32%

31%

30%

28%

25%

22%

1%

Improved reliability

Improved risk management

Continuous innovation

Flexible, consumption-based pricing

Ability to scale based on need

Ensures ability to easily move to public cloud

Global accessibility

Reduce skil ls gap/skil ls requirements in staff

Simplified capacity planning

None

Most attractive benefits of as-a-service delivery models
(select three)

10,000 employees 
or more: 31% 

1,500–9,999 
employees: 21%
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Q18: You indicated your organization is using or planning to use Device as a Service (DaaS). What are your primary objectives with respect to DaaS adoption?
Base: 325 using or planning to leverage device as a service

Organizations primarily adopt device as a service to improve 
operational efficiency

Primary objectives with respect to DaaS adoption
(among those using or planning to use DaaS, select three)

40%

34%

33%

32%

31%

27%

24%

24%

21%

21%

Improved operational efficiency for IT

Improved workforce productivity

Enhanced security and compliance

Access to the latest hardware and software technologies

Flexibility and scalabil ity

Streamlined maintenance and support

Asset tagging/tracking and management

Improved cost-per-device/Reduced device spend

Environmental sustainability

Simpler procurement/provisioning

Device as a Service 
(DaaS) is a subscription-
based model that provides 
organizations with hardware 
devices (such as 
computers, laptops, tablets, 
smartphones or IoT 
devices) along with 
associated services, 
including deployment, 
management, maintenance 
and support, for a 
predictable monthly fee.
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Q19: What is the average duration of your organization’s device refresh cycle?
Base: 400

The average reported device lifecycle is roughly three years

21%

36%

43%

1%

32% 31%
36%

1%

2 years or less 3 years 4 years or more Don’t know

3.4 years
The average refresh cycle for 
laptops/desktops/non-mobile devices

3.1 years
The average refresh cycle for mobile 
devices/tablets/phones 

Laptops/Desktops/Non-mobile compute devices

Mobile devices/Tablets/Phones

Average duration of device refresh cycle
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Cybersecurity
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Q20: As far as you are aware, has your organization been impacted by a cybersecurity breach in the last 12 months? (Reminder, your answers are confidential.)
Base: 400

43%

53%

3% 1%

Yes No Don’t know Decline to answer

43%
report being impacted by a 
cybersecurity breach at their 
organization over the past 
12 months.

As far as you are aware, has your organization been 
impacted by a cybersecurity breach in the last 12 months? 

Financial services 55%
Manufacturing 55%
Healthcare 38%
Technology 37%
Retail 19%

Aware of a cybersecurity breach
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Q21: How long did it take your organization to recover from the most recent cybersecurity breach you experienced?
Base: 172 who report experiencing a cybersecurity breach

11 days is the average length of time organizations took to recover from 
their most recent cybersecurity breach

17%

37%

20%

13%

7%

3%

3%

One day

Multiple days

One week

2-3 weeks

One month

2-3 months

More than 3 months

More than 40% 
of those who have 
experienced a cybersecurity 
breach report that it took one 
week or longer to recover 
from the most recent incident.

Length of time to recover from most recent 
cybersecurity breach

(among those who have experienced a breach)
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Q22: Please rate your agreement with the following statements.
Base: 400

Most decision-makers (89%) agree their organizations are updating 
security strategies in response to a perceived increase in risk

60%

53%

49%

28%

23%

33%

36%

40%

35%

27%

6%

8%

8%

24%

31%

3%

3%

14%

19%

I am fully confident in my 
organization’s business 

continuity plan. 

We are updating our
cybersecurity strategies in

response to a perceived
increase in risk.

We have updated or are in
the process of updating our
disaster recovery strategy.

Ransomware attempts and/or
incidents have noticeably

increased at our organization.

It’s difficult to provide the 
board/executive team with an 

accurate report on our 
security posture. 

Agreement with statements regarding cybersecurity

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree

1%
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Q22: Please rate your agreement with the following statements.
Base: 400

VP and above decision-makers are more likely to agree regarding the 
increased threat of ransomware, and more likely to cite difficulty accurately 
reporting on security posture 

93%

88%

89%

68%

56%

94%

90%

90%

51%

39%

I am fully confident in my 
organization’s business 

continuity plan. 

We are updating our
cybersecurity strategies in

response to a perceived
increase in risk.

We have updated or are in the
process of updating our

disaster recovery strategy.

Ransomware attempts and/or
incidents have noticeably

increased at our organization.

It’s difficult to provide the 
board/executive team with an 

accurate report on our 
security posture. 

VP+ titles
Director titles

Agreement with statements regarding cybersecurity (% strongly/somewhat agree)
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Q23: Which of the following initiatives are underway or planned to achieve cybersecurity modernization objectives at your organization?
Base: 400

Endpoint security and edge protection are the top planned 
cybersecurity initiatives 

43%

43%

41%

41%

39%

37%

37%

35%

34%

48%

45%

53%

47%

52%

54%

52%

58%

54%

8%

11%

5%

11%

8%

8%

10%

5%

11%

Status of cybersecurity modernization objectives
Planning Underway Not planned Don't know

Top security modernization 
priorities (as denoted by 
objectives planned and 
underway combined) 
include: 

94%
Security operations

93%
Network security 

91%
Threat visibility

91%
Endpoint/IoT security

91%
Protection against malware

Endpoint/IoT security  

Edge protection

Security operations

Application security/DevOps

Protection against malware
(ransomware, computer viruses, worms, trojan horses, spyware)

Threat visibility/identification

Incident response

Network security

Identity and access management

2%

2%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%
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Platform Engineering
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86%
report their organizations 
have a team dedicated to 
platform engineering.

Platform engineering (also known as Internal 
Development Platforms (IDP) or Developer Experience 
(DevEx)) is a discipline intended to accelerate the developer’s 
journey. It involves designing, building and managing the 
foundational infrastructure and tools that enable the 
development, deployment and operation of software 
applications and services. Examples include cloud and on-
premises compute environments, developer-centric portals, 
modern CI/CD pipelines, container orchestration systems and 
application frameworks.

Q24: Does your organization have a team dedicated to platform engineering?
Base: 400

86%

14%
1%

Yes No Don’t know

Does your organization have a team 
dedicated to platform engineering?
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Q25: How, if at all, is platform engineering accelerating your organization?
Base: 400

Platform engineering is improving data protection, automating cloud 
provisioning and empowering development teams

64%

52%

52%

49%

47%

42%

2%

1%

Embedding security controls, policies and compliance
frameworks to protect cloud data

Automating cloud provisioning, configuration and
management

Creating self-service portals, APIs and tooling that
empower development teams

Establishing standardized practices, architectures and
processes for consuming cloud services

Providing unified interfaces and workflows for
development teams

Providing continuous monitoring of cloud performance,
cost and usage

None of the above

Don’t know

How is platform engineering accelerating your organization?
(select all that apply)

Most often mentioned by 
those in manufacturing 
organizations: 75%

Most often mentioned by 
those in high-tech 
organizations: 58%
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Environmental, Social 
and Governance (ESG)
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Q26: To what extent are ESG concerns influencing your organization's IT investment decisions?
Base: 400

42% 45%

11%
3%

Significantly Moderately Somewhat Not at all

To what extent are ESG concerns 
influencing your organization's IT 

investment decisions?

VP+ titles 50%
Directors 29%

87%
indicate ESG concerns have a 
moderate to significant impact 
on IT investment decisions.
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Q27: Which IT investment decisions at your organization are primarily impacted by ESG concerns?
Base: 400

ESG concerns primarily impact decisions around workforce IT 
and energy-efficient infrastructure 

47%

46%

41%

39%

37%

31%

29%

2%

IT investment decisions primarily impacted by ESG concerns
(select three)

Adoption of technologies that enable or improve 
experiences for remote/hybrid workers

Implementation of energy-efficient IT 
infrastructure and devices

Use of cloud to reduce energy consumption

Initiatives to recycle, reuse or repair IT 
equipment to extend lifecycles

Data center relocations or consolidations

Paperless initiatives/digitization

Green procurement practices for 
hardware and software

None of the above
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As-a-service definitions
Network as a Service (NaaS) is a cloud-based networking solution that provides organizations with on-demand access to 
network resources and services, including virtualized network infrastructure, connectivity and management, typically offered 
on a subscription basis.

Storage as a Service (STaaS) is a cloud-based storage solution that enables organizations to store, manage and access data 
over the internet, eliminating the need for on-premises storage infrastructure. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a cloud compute model that provides virtualized compute resources, including servers, 
storage, networking and infrastructure components, as scalable and on-demand services. 

Compute as a Service (CaaS) is a cloud-based compute solution that delivers virtualized compute resources, such as 
processing power, memory and operating systems, as on-demand services. 

Security as a Service (SECaaS) is a cloud-based security solution that delivers security services, such as threat detection, 
prevention, monitoring and incident response, as managed services. 

Data Protection as a Service (DPaaS) is a cloud-based data protection solution that provides backup, recovery and disaster 
recovery services for data stored in the cloud or on-premises.

Hybrid Cloud as a Service (HCaaS) providers offer seamless integration, management and orchestration of resources 
across public and private cloud environments, enabling organizations to leverage the benefits of both cloud models.

Device as a Service (DaaS) is a subscription-based model that provides organizations with hardware devices (such as 
computers, laptops, tablets, smartphones or IoT devices) along with associated services, including deployment, management, 
maintenance and support, for a predictable monthly fee. 
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